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This paper presents a miniaturized plant-microbial fuel cell (mPFMC) as an assay tool that can examine different
combinations of plants and electrogenic bacteria to maximize bioelectricity generation. The plant is grown in a
miniature plant growth chamber (PGC). Root exudates of the plant provide carbon-containing organic matter to
support the catalytic reaction of the bacteria inoculated and grown on the carbon cloth anode of a miniature
microbial fuel cell (MFC). The mPFMC utilizes a semipermeable hydrophilic filtering membrane to separate the
PGC from the MFC. This membrane allows retaining the bacteria inside the MFC for inoculation and growth and
prevents them from entering the PGC; however, the membrane still permits the root exudates into the MFC as the
sole carbon source to the bacteria grown on the anode of the device. A pilot proof-of-concept study was con
ducted to validate the mPMFC, by using it to examine electricity generation of the device with different varieties
of model organisms, including rice plant cultivars Kitaake and IR24, and bacterial species Shewanella oneidensis
strain MR-1 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain PA14. The plant cultivars were grown hydroponically without
using soils, thus eliminating the effect of soil microorganisms and nutrients on the bioelectricity generation of the
device. The present mPFMC has high compactness with the dimensions of 25 × 25 × 29 mm3, consumes only 3
mL volume of plant growth medium and less than 1 mL volume of anolyte and catholyte each, and produces
electricity within only several hours after the plants are loaded into the device. The present technology will allow
large-scale parallel screening of different combinations of small plants and electrogenic bacteria and their strains
for bioelectricity generation.

1. Introduction

Thus, roots provide a carbon source for the plant-MFCs (PMFCs), where
electrochemically active bacteria are present [8]. Compared to many
biomass-to-energy conversion methods, such as torrefaction and gasifi
cation that rely on anaerobic digestion of biomass [9,10], coupling the
capture of solar energy to fix carbon dioxide during plant growth with
the rhizodeposition of photosynthate to fuel electrogenic microbes in a
fuel cell is considered a natural ecological and renewable approach for
producing electricity [11].
Conventional PMFCs often have large dimensions, where the roots of
plants are grown in an anodic chamber, an anode is placed at a partic
ular depth within the soil, and a cathode rests on top of the soil [12].
Bacteria act to convert the carbon-containing organic substrates of root
exudates into protons and carbon dioxide and cast off electrons.
Research activities have demonstrated the possibility of using living
plants to generate electricity [13–24]. However, the obtained power and

Changes in global climate have driven significant interest in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions due to the combustion of fossil fuels [1]. The
past decade has witnessed the increased use of plant materials as a
renewable energy source through biomass fermentation [2,3]. Inter
estingly, plant-generated rhizodeposits have been used as a carbon
source to sustain microbes used in microbial fuel cells (MFCs) for elec
tricity generation [4,5]. Plants capture carbon dioxide and light energy
during growth, and fixed carbon is translocated into various plant tissue,
and the amount depends on plant species, developmental stage, and
environmental conditions [6]. A substantial amount of photosynthate
(up to 70%) can be deposited (exudates, secretions, and lysates from
dead cells) by roots into the surrounding soil, providing a rich carbon
source that can be utilized by microorganisms in the rhizosphere [7].
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current densities of the conventional PMFCs are still too low to support
practical electricity needs due to many factors, including inadequate
carbon substrates from rhizodeposits, relatively poor ability of bacteria
to convert carbon substrates to electricity, and inefficient cathode and
anode materials. Efforts have been made to improve electricity gener
ation of PMFCs but mainly by optimizing cathodes and anodes and
improving structures and shapes (e.g., planar versus tubular [14,15])
rather than focusing on the biotic components.
Different combinations of plant and bacterial species and their
strains have been tested for identifying suitable combinations for PMFCs
[14–19,25]. For example, mannagrass and rice plants were combined

with indigenous soil microorganisms to generate electricity [7,18]. In
another study, Oryza sativa and Echinochloa glabrescens were compared,
and the PMFC using O. sativa generated one order of magnitude higher
current than that using E. glabrescens [19]. Similarly, a PMFC was tested
for bioelectricity production with three plants, including Spartina
anglica, Arundinella anomala, and Arundo donax [25]. However, due to
the high cost of infrastructure facilities and material consumption,
conventional large-size PMFCs cannot be efficiently and inexpensively
used to compare various combinations of plants and electrogenic bac
teria for optimal electricity generation [26].
Recently, the integration of small model plants, such as Arabidopsis,

Fig. 1. (a) Overall design of the mPMFC. (b)–(e) Photos of the two fabricated mPMFC devices with young rice plants grown in the PGCs and the bacteria in the MFCs.
This setup includes two adjacent mPMFCs. (f) Photos of the dissembled components of the mPMFCs used in (b)-(e). The dimension of the mPMFC is
25 × 25 × 29 mm3 (excluding the plants). (g) Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images showing the carbon cloth anode of the mPMFC. The electrogenic bacteria
are grown on the surface of the anode. Root exudates of the plant provide carbon-containing organic matter that can support the catalytic reaction of the bacteria.
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soybean, and rice cultivars, with miniature growth devices [27–39] has
advanced phenotypic screening of various environmental conditions (e.
g., humidity [28], temperature [29,30], nutrients [31], carbon dioxide
[32], and light [33,34]) and biotic interactions (e.g., hormone [35],
pathogens [36]) on the seed germination and plant growth. Inspired by
this success, here we report the development of a miniature PMFC,
namely mPMFC, to examine different combinations of electrogenic
bacteria and small-size plant species that can support the catalytic re
action of bacteria using the root exudates of the plant. The mPMFC
comprises of a MFC containing microbes, a plant growth chamber (PGC)
containing plants, and a semipermeable filtering membrane placed be
tween the MFC and PGC. The filtering membrane allows retaining the
bacteria inside the MFC for inoculation and growth and blocks the
bacteria from entering the PGC while permitting the root exudates into
the MFC. To our knowledge, the development of this mPMFC represents
an early but essential effort toward a screening tool to select efficient
bacteria-plant combinations that can produce sufficient bioelectricity.

(methylmethacrylate) or PMMA (TAP Plastics; Oakland, CA) using an
automated high-resolution milling machine (CNC Masters; Irwindale,
CA). The chambers, the semipermeable filtering membrane, and the
PEM were assembled to form the mPMFC using multiple metal cap
screws (M4 × 0.7; Thorlabs, Newton, NJ). The key process to assemble
the mPMFCs is schematically described in Supplementary Fig. 1S.
As shown in Fig. 1f, two identical mPMFCs were manufactured in a
device to allow parallel experiments. The device was sterilized by
immersing in ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and letting them sit
for 20 min at room temperature. Lastly, deionized (DI) water was used
for flushing the devices for 5 min and then culture media for another
5 min
3.2. Preparation of bacteria and plants
Shewanella oneidensis strain MR-1 and Pseudomonas aeruginosa strain
PA14 were used as model exoelectrogenic microbial biocatalysts to
validate the ability of the mPMFC in screening bacteria for optimal
electricity generation.
Rice is one of the common aquatic plants used in conventional largesized PMFCs [16]. To demonstrate the ability of the device to screen
plant varieties, two rice plant cultivars, Kitaake and IR24, were used as
model plants. Rice seeds were surface-sterilized by soaking in 75%
ethanol (v/v) for 1 min. After washing with deionized (DI) water three
times, the seeds were soaked in 1.5% (v/v) blench for 20 min on a
shaker, followed by flushing with DI water three times. The culture
medium for rice seed germination and growth during the first 7 days in a
commercial growth chamber was prepared by half-strength Murashige
and Skoog (1/2 MS) medium (MS salts, purchased from Sigma-Aldrich,
MO, USA), Agargellan (PhytoTechnology Laboratories, KS, USA) and DI
water (adjusted pH to 5.8 with KOH), followed by sterilizing in an
autoclave at 15 psi at 120 ◦ C for 20 min. The environmental conditions
were set at 28 ºC temperature and 25 ± 5 µE m− 2s− 1 light intensity. After
the initial 7 days of growth inside the commercial growth chamber, the
rice roots were washed with DI water, and then ten of the 7-day-old
plants with a weight of 1.3 ± 0.1 g were grouped for transplanting in
side the PGC of the mPMFC. The mPMFC was placed inside the growth
chamber where the relative humidity (RH) was set at 75% and the
temperature and light intensity were the same as the above-mentioned.

2. Design of mPMFC
Fig. 1a shows the schematic of the mPMFC. The MFC of the device is
structured on the bottom, where a carbon cloth serves as the anode with
bacteria grown on its surface (Fig. 1g), and an anolyte chamber is placed
between the anode and a thin proton exchange membrane (PEM). The
cathode is also made of carbon cloth and attached to the PEM over a
catholyte chamber. The PGC of the mPMFC is structured on top of the
MFC. A semipermeable hydrophilic filtering membrane containing
numerous nanoscale pores is placed between the PGC and MFC. Because
of this membrane, the bacteria grown on the surface of the carbon cloth
anode cannot enter into the PGC, while the organic exudates from the
roots can still diffuse into the anode to catalyze the conversion into
electricity. It is noteworthy that the membrane does not block the mi
crobial metabolism-induced chemicals from diffusing into the PGC.
Here, mass transport of the organic exudates from the PGC into the MFC
is improved because the transport relies on the diffusion over a milli
meter length scale and the diffusion time scales as the square of the
distance. In contrast, all existing PMFCs are based on a larger length
scale on the order of at least centimeters. It should be noted that to allow
the root exudates of the plants to be the sole carbon source flux to the
incubated bacteria inside the mPMFC for electricity generation, it is
necessary to eliminate the influence of various microorganisms and
nutrients in soils on the electricity generation of the device. Therefore,
the mPMFC adopted early-stage small rice plants as model plants grown
hydroponically without using the soil.
Specifically, the carbon cloth-based anode and cathode are roundshaped; each electrode has a thickness of 356 µm and a diameter of
15 mm (1071 HCB; Fuel Cell Store, College Station, TX). The PEM has a
thickness of 183 µm and a diameter of 20 mm (round shape; Nafion 117;
Fuel Cells Etc; College Station, TX). The cylindrical anolyte and cath
olyte chambers have a volume of 1 mL (diameter: 15 mm; depth: 6 mm),
and 0.7 mL (diameter: 15 mm and depth: 4 mm), respectively. The
semipermeable filtering membrane has a thickness of 11 µm, a mean
pore size of 0.4 µm, and a diameter of 20 mm (round shape; Sterlitech;
Kent, WA). The PGC has an open top to allow the plant to grow to the
outside of the device. The volume of the PCG is 3 mL (diameter: 15 mm;
depth: 18 mm). Both the anolyte and catholyte chambers are accessed
by polyethylene sterile tubing (1/16" ID × 1/8" OD; Cole-Parmer; Ver
non Hills, IL) from the side ports using proper fittings. The anode and
cathode of the MFC are extended using thin metal wires for connecting
the external circuit or measurement instrument (Fig. 1f).

3.3. Preparation of culture media
To examine how the root exudates contribute to the catalytic activity
of bacteria, culture media for both plants and bacteria need to be
carefully designed. It should be noted that typical culture media (e.g.,
tryptic soy broth or TSB) of plants and bacteria are undefined, comprised
of a myriad of carbon substrates. If these media had been used to grow
the plants and bacteria inside the mPMFC, the different carboncontaining organic matter in the media would have made it almost
impossible to identify the origin of carbon contents in the MFC and PGC.
To examine the sole contribution of the root exudates on the catalytic
activity of the bacteria in the MFC, a lactate defined minimal medium
(or lactate medium, in which sodium lactate is the only carbon source)
was used as the nutrient source to inoculate bacteria on the anode sur
face of the MFC during the initial two-day inoculation inside the MFC.
After the inoculation, the lactate medium in the anolyte chamber was
replaced by a lactate-free medium to remove lactate from the anolyte
chamber. This replacement method could avoid introducing the carbon
content of lactate into the analysis of root exudates. In Supplementary
Fig. S2, the gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) result
verified that after the medium replacement was completed, lactate
content was no longer remaining in the anode chamber of the MFC.
Here, the lactate medium consists of 20 mM sodium lactate, 28 mM
NH4Cl, 1.34 mM KCl, 5 mM NaH2PO4, 0.7 mM Na2SO4, 52 mM NaCl,
0.2 mM CaCl2 (the above chemicals purchased from Fisher Scientific,
Fair Lawn, NJ), 1 mM MgSO4.7 H2O, 10 mg FeSO4.7 H2O (the two

3. Experimental methods
3.1. Device assembly
Both the MFC and PGC of the mPMFC were made of poly
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chemicals purchased from Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA), 20 mM PIPES
[piperazine-N,N’-bis (2-ethanesulfonic acid)] (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO), and 1 mL trace element solution [37]). For the lactate-free me
dium, it has the same ingredients as the lactate medium, except for
excluding sodium lactate. To summarize, the lactate-free medium was
used to (i) replace the lactate medium used in the initial 2-day bacteria
inoculation, and (ii) serve as the culture medium for the plant growth in
the PGC.

briefly described below and schematically illustrated in Fig. 2:
(1) mPMFC A: In this device, the anode chamber of the MFC contains
the lactate-free medium that replaces the original lactate medium
after the 2-day bacterial inoculation. See the section “Preparation
of culture media” for the detail of the medium replacement. The
PGC of the mPMFC contains young rice plants grown in the
lactate-free medium.
(2) Control device B: This device has only a PGC but does not have a
MFC.
(3) Control device C: This device has a MFC containing the lactate
medium and a PGC containing the lactate-free medium.

3.4. Electrochemical measurement and calculation
To perform electrochemical measurements on the mPMFC, an
external resistor (resistance R = 10 kΩ) was connected between the
carbon cloth anode and cathode to form a closed circuit. The voltage
potential U between the two electrodes was measured by a data acqui
sition device (Model DI-245; DATAQ Instruments; Akron, OH) and
recorded once every 2 min using the DATAQ Hardware Manager soft
ware. The current I flowing through the resister was calculated via I = U
/ R, and the volume power density P was calculated via P = U × I / V,
where V is the volume of the anolyte chamber. Each measurement in this
work is representative of the results obtained over three independent
experiments with three identical mPMFCs.

3.7. mPMFC operation for assaying of plant-microbe systems
The mPMFC-based screening took the following procedures:
(1) Potassium ferricyanide (50 mM; Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ)
was used as the catholyte of the MFC. This solution flowed into
the catholyte chamber of the MFC through the polyethylene
tubing using a syringe pump (210 P, KD Scientific, Holliston,
MA). The tubing was totally closed by a steel clamp to stop the
flow.
(2) The bacterial suspension (MR-1 or PA14) with the lactate-defined
minimal medium flowed into the analyte chamber. The tubing
was closed by a steel clamp to stop the flow and minimize oxygen
contamination.
(3) The bacteria were inoculated on the anode of the MFC using the
lactate medium for 2 days.
(4) After the 2-day inoculation, the lactate-free medium flowed into
the anolyte chamber to replace the lactate medium to remove the
lactate from the MFC, thus eliminating the influence of any
carbon-containing organic matter that is not from the root exu
dates on the catalytic activity of the bacteria in the MFC of the
device.
(5) The 7-day-old rice plants were moved from a commercial growth
chamber into the PGC of the mPMFC that was filled with the
lactate-free medium.
(6) The electric current output of the mPMFC was recorded for the
rest of the experiment.

3.5. Bacterial fixation for SEM
To observe the biofilm formation on the carbon cloth anode surface,
the mPMFC was dissembled, and then the anode was removed and
immersed in a glutaraldehyde solution (2%; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) for 12 h at 4 ◦ C to fix the adherent bacteria on the surface of the
carbon cloth. Next, the carbon cloth anode was rinsed with DI water and
stained with 1% osmium tetroxide solution (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) for 2 hr, rinsed again, and then, dehydrated with ethanol. A fieldemission SEM (Quanta-250; FEI, Hillsboro, OR) was used to examine the
treated anode.
3.6. Examination of root exudates transport
To investigate the mass transport of root exudates from the PGC to
MFC inside the mPMFC, GC–MS analysis was conducted for structural
characterizations of organic matter released from the roots of the rice
plants. Therefore, we constructed the following three devices that are

Fig. 2. The mPMFC and control devices designed for examining the root exudates transport. In (a), the lactate defined minimal medium or lactate medium was used
during the initial two-day bacterial cultivation, and then was replaced by a lactate-free medium to facilitate examining the contribution of root exudates to the
catalytic activity of the bacteria in the MFC. In (b), the plants grew in the lactate-free medium, and there was no MFC in the device. In (c), the lactate medium was
used to inoculate bacteria in the MFC, but there were no plants in the PGC to supply bacteria with carbon-containing root exudates.
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4. Results and discussion

control device C (blue curve). This indicates that there was little diffu
sion of lactate from the MFC into the PGC, presumably because of bac
terial consumption of lactate in the MFC. No bacteria were found
through visual observation under a microscope in the PGC, showing that
the membrane could prevent the microbes.

4.1. Analysis of mass transport
First, we checked whether or not there were carbohydrates secreted
from the roots of the rice cultivar Kitaake, as a model. Rice plants were
grown for 7 days in the control device B that contained the lactate-free
medium but did not have a MFC. One mL growth medium was taken
from the control device for GC–MS analysis. A fresh lactate-free medium
of the same volume was also examined. Fig. 3a shows distinct peaks at
18.83 min associated with lyxose released from the roots at different
times, but no lyxose peaks were found in the fresh lactate-free medium.
This result indicates that lyxose was secreted from the rice roots as part
of the exudates. Fig. 3b also shows that other organic matters, such as
acetic acid, sucrose, and maltose, were also released from the roots.
Next, to confirm that the carbohydrates in the root exudates could
diffuse into the MFC through the porous membrane, we conducted
GC–MS analysis of the solutions sampled from the PGC of both the
mPMFC A and the control device B. Here, bacterial strain S. oneidensis
MR-1 was used as the microbial biocatalyst in the MFC. There was a
significant reduction (Fig. 4a) in the peak intensity of sucrose in the PGC
of the mPMFC A (blue curve), compared to that of the control device B
(black curve). This provides evidence that carbon-containing com
pounds released from roots could diffuse to the MFC to feed the mi
crobes, thereby reducing the carbon content of the PGC.
In addition, to examine whether or not the anolyte in the MFC could
enter the PGC, we sampled the solution from the control device C
(Fig. 4b), where the lactate medium was used in the anolyte chamber to
support S. oneidensis MR-1, while the PGC contained the lactate-free
medium but had no plants. After 7 days, a 1 mL solution was sampled
from the PGC of the control device C for GC-MS analysis, and then the
result was compared with that of the fresh lactate medium. Fig. 4b shows
that the lactic acid in the sample taken from the fresh lactate medium
(black curve) has a higher intensity than that taken from the PGC of the

4.2. Electricity generation
In the following experiments, all the mPMFC and control devices
operated in the batch mode, during which the flows of the anolyte and
catholyte were stopped with no refill of fresh media, removal of media,
or media recirculation. All the solutions remained stagnant in the device
after filling the anode and cathode chambers. The device operation
followed the procedures described in the section “mPMFC operation for
assaying of plant-microbe systems”.
To examine the electricity generation of the mPMFC that incorpo
rated different plant varieties with the same electrogenic bacteria, we
adopted two rice varieties, i.e., Kitaake and IR24, both taken from the
propagation chamber after the initial 7-day cultivation (see the details in
Experimental). Both mPMFCs used S. oneidensis MR-1 strain as the bio
catalyst. In addition, a control device containing the same bacteria was
used, but without plants in the PGC. The mPMFCs and the control device
were treated with the same bacterial inoculation process for 2 days,
during which the current responses were similar in all three devices
(Fig. 5a). Specifically, the output current rapidly increased to 17 µA, and
then gradually dropped to 4 µA during the 2-day inoculation. After the
plants were moved into the PGCs, the current output of the mPMFCs
increased rapidly within less than 5 hr (Fig. 5b). The current was then
gradually decreased at different decay rates. The mPMFC with Kitaake
produced a higher current over a longer time than its counterpart with
IR24. At the end of day 3, the mPMFCs using Kitaake and IR24 generated
currents of 4.7 µA and 1.6 µA, respectively, while the control device had
a negligibly low output current.
Further, the mPMFC with Kitaake produced a current over an 8-day

Fig. 3. GC–MS curves for the fresh lactate-free medium and the solutions sampled in the control device B on day 1, 3, 5, and 7, showing lyxose (a) and other organic
components (b) in the root exudates.
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Fig. 4. (a) GC–MS curves of the extractives from the PGC of the mPMFC A (blue curve) and the control device B (black curve) showing sucrose and other organic
components. (b) GC-MS curves of the extractives from the PGC of the control device C (blue curve) and the fresh lactate medium (black curve) showing lactic acid and
other organic components. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. (a) Current outputs from the mPMFCs using two varieties of rice plant cultivars, Kitaake and IR24 in the PGCs of the devices. A control device (Control D,
without rice plants) was used to generate electricity. (b) Close-up of (a) in the first day after the plant was loaded into the device. (c) Scanning electron microscopic
images showing the bacteria (S. oneidensis MR-1 strain) grown on the surface of the carbon cloth anode. (d) Photos showing the Kitaake and IR24 plants taken out
from the PGCs of the mPMFCs at day 0 (top) and day 10.5 (bottom). Scale bar represents 25 mm.
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period with a slow decay rate. For comparison, the current output from
the device with IR24 decreased much faster, approaching zero by the
end of day 4. This may be because, in contrast to IR24, roots of cultivar
Kitaake exuded more photosynthate thus promoting a longer time for
S. oneidensis MR-1 to be sufficiently metabolically active to generate
excess electrons. Using Kitaake and IR24, the devices exhibited a
maximum volume power density of 0.6 µW/cm3 at 15.6 hr and 0.4 µW/
cm3 at 15.9 hr, respectively, while the control device continuously
dropped its volume power density. It should be pointed out that in both
the mPMFCs, the only organic carbon substrate for S. oneidensis MR-1
originated from the root exudates. Consequently, in the absence of
plants, the control device quickly stopped current generation due to a
lack of carbon substrates for S. oneidensis MR-1 to have sufficient
metabolic activity to generate excess electrons.
Next, we demonstrated how the mPMFC could help to screen
different bacteria for electricity generation when using the same Kitaake
rice plant (Fig. 6). In this experiment, S. oneidensis MR-1 and
P. aeruginosa PA14 were first inoculated separately in the anolyte
chambers of two mPMFCs using the same method as described above.
During the two-day inoculation period, the output current from the
mPMFC using P. aeruginosa PA14 dropped faster than that using
S. oneidensis MR-1. After the 2-day bacterial equilibration period,
Kitaake plants were placed in the PGC of each mPMFC. As a result, the
current output from both mPMFCs rose in a bacterial species-dependent
manner (Fig. 6a). The startup time was less than 10 hr (Fig. 6b). It is
noteworthy that by day 6, the current generated from the device with
S. oneidensis stayed at 1.9 µA, which was higher than that generated
from the device with P. aeruginosa (0.3 µA). The volume power density
of the device using P. aeruginosa PA14 rapidly reached a maximum of
0.4 µW/cm3 at 13.2 hr, whereas the volume power density for
S. oneidensis MR-1 slightly increased to 0.23 µW/cm3 at 31.2 hr.
Therefore, the mPMFC using S. oneidensis MR-1 strain was substantially
better at generating electricity than that using P. aeruginosa PA14, given
the same amount of the root exudates released from the rice plants.
The pilot experiment shows that among the tested four bacteria-plant
combinations, the combination of S. oneidensis MR-1 strain and Kitaake
rice plant led to the highest capacity of electricity generation, as
demonstrated in Figs. 5–7 shows the polarization and power density
curves of the mPMFC using this combination. These two curves were
plotted based on the measurements for the output voltage and current of

Fig. 7. Polarization curve and power density output curves of the mPMFC as a
function of current using Kitaake and S. oneidensis MR-1 strain.

the mPMFC connected to different external resistive loads. At the acti
vation loss stage [38] (Region 1 in Fig. 7), the current increased from
0 (at the open-circuit voltage of 232.1 mV) to 2.1 µA. With decreasing
the external resistance, the output voltage from the device dropped. In
the ohmic loss stage (Region 2), the output voltage decreased with
increasing electric current. Through the linear fitting of the curve in the
ohmic loss region, the internal resistance of 9.7 kΩ was obtained, which
was almost matched to the external resistance (10 kΩ) used in all the
screening experiments above. The output voltage decreased dramati
cally in the mass transfer loss stage (Region 3).
It should be noted that the mPMFC operated in the batch mode and
served as a screening tool to test different combinations of bacteria and
plants for electricity generation over time, while not intending to
directly use this device for charging electronic devices. For practical
applications (e.g., charging a load), the device needs to operate in the
continuous operation mode. Table 1 compares the performance of our
device with many reported PMFC devices. Unlike other PMFC devices
that used soil, rhizodeposits, sewage sludge and wastewater effluents as
carbon substrates for the bacteria to generate electricity, our device used
the lactate-free growth medium for growing the plants that exhibited

Fig. 6. (a) Current outputs from the mPMFC devices using S. oneidensis strain MR-1 and P. aeruginosa strain PA14. This experiment used the same Kitaake rice plant in
the mPMFC device. (b) Close-up of (a) in the two day (from 0 to 2 days) after the plant was loaded into the device.
7
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Table 1
Performance comparison between our device and reported PMFC devices.
Plant species

Substrates

Ceratophyllum demersum [39]
Glyceria maxima[40]

Sediment & Rhizodeposits
Soil

Oryza sativa L. cv. Sasanishiki
[13]
.Vallisneria spiralis L [41]
Phragmites australis [42]

Rhizodeposits & rice paddy
soil
Lake sediment
Dewatered alum sludge

Elodea nuttallii [43]
Brassica juncea [44]
Acorus tatarinowii [45]
Chasmanthe floribunda [46]
Dracaena braunii [47]

Mixed culture sludge
Compost soil mix
Silica sand & sediment
Garden soil
Cow dung & garden soil

Typa latifolia [48]
Canna indica [49]
Kitaake (This work)

Mixed culture sludge
Activated sludge
Rhizodeposits

Electron acceptor

Anode area
(cm2)

Anode chamber volume
(mL)

Startup
time

Power density
mW/
m2

mW/
m3

Oxygen
Graphite
granules
Graphite felt

9
64

4000
300

N/A
50 days

NA
67

9
NA

1350

6750

5–10 days

6

NA

Graphite felt
Granular
graphite
Activated carbon
Carbon cloth
Graphite felt
Graphite cathode
Carbon fiber
cloth
Carbon felt
Foamed nickel
Carbon fiber
cloth

1575
289

79,600
1100

7 days
N/A

3.16
NA

NA
0.268

254
1869
33
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nutrient depletion, as evident by slight browning of the plant tissue
(Fig. 5d); therefore, in the batch mode there was an inadequate amount
of carbon-containing root exudates from the plants to support the
metabolic activity of the immobilized bacteria for generating excess
electrons. Also, unlike the existing PMFC devices that used larger size
plants, our device utilized small young rice plants with a limited ability
to release root exudates. Therefore, the electricity generation of the
mPMFC was found to reduce overtime in the batch mode, thus not being
able to maximize the potential to generate electricity. Nevertheless, due
to the high compactness and the millimeter-scale diffusion length of the
organic exudates from the PGC to MFC, our device still presents a
reasonable power density per anode surface area and per volume with
only a short startup time on the scale of several hours.
The present mPMFC could accommodate small model plants, such as
rice [31] and Arabidopsis [50], in studies designed to identify optimal
germplasm that promotes electricity generation. By performing parallel
assays with multiple mPMFC devices simultaneously, this technology
will allow evaluating young plants and interactions of their root exu
dates with various bacterial isolates to maximize electricity generation.
Due to the limited space of the PGC, the mPMFC could not allow growing
large plants to work with the MFC. An increase in the volume of the PGC
will allow accommodating larger-sized plants or longer growth time of
smaller-sized plants but potentially at a high infrastructure cost. Further,
with scaling up the size of the device, the startup time for generating
electricity will become longer due to an increase in diffusion length of
the root exudates towards the anode of the MFC. Much room for tech
nological improvement of the present mPMFC device still exists. For
example, the carbon cloth anode could be replaced with
three-dimensional micro/nanomaterials (e.g., nanofibers [51,52] and
porous graphene [38,53]) to enhance the bacterial growth and coloni
zation of the anode surface, thus increasing the loading capacity of
bacteria and promoting electrochemical reactions at the
anolyte-biofilm-anode interfacial surfaces (Fig. 5b–c). The cathode
materials and structures could also be improved for a higher specific
capacity [54]. These future efforts would render the mPMFC with a
shorter start-up time and a higher efficiency of converting
bio-convertible substrates into electricity using the colonized bacteria.
Profoundly, because environmental stress conditions, such as
drought, heat, salinity, and cold, have a significant impact on the plant
growth, root exudation [55], and electrogenic activity of bacteria [56],
it will be highly valuable to change the environmental conditions of the
plant and bacteria and study how these conditions can affect the ulti
mate electricity generation of the mPMFC. This goal could be achieved
by integrating cost-effective actuators (e.g., miniature heaters,

thermoelectric cooling elements, microfluidic chemical gradient gener
ators, etc.) and various sensors into the mPMFC to control and monitor
the status of the environmental conditions on the device. Such a further
integrated system will help us to better understand root exudations of
different plant species and strains, electrogenic activity of bacteria and
their strains, and how these combinations could be integrated to maxi
mize electricity generation. Also, it should be pointed out that chemical
production during microbial metabolism can have either a negative or
positive impact on plant growth and many microbial organisms can
promote the growth of diverse plants [57]. The plant-microbial in
teractions are governed by chemical communications involving the
production of metabolites; but, the deciphering of the role of this
chemical dialogue remains limited [57]. Physiologically, it is unclear
how the chemical production through the microbial metabolism
occurring in our device may have impacted plant physiology and
growth. Nevertheless, the mPMFC will provide a diverse platform that
could continue to expand in both features and function towards the
realization of selecting and using living plants and electrogenic bacteria
for harvesting energy.
The concept of integrating the plant and MFC onto a small-scale
device could be extended further to facilitate exploring the possibility
of incorporating plants, soils, microorganisms, biochemical sensors (e.
g., MFC acting as a sensor for detecting the catalytic activity of bacteria)
for studying complex systems (e.g., plant-soil-microbe interactions),
performing environmental monitoring (e.g., toxicity detection), and
producing a green route to the synthesis of new chemicals.
5. Conclusions
To maximize bioelectricity generation of PMFCs, it is critical to select
more efficient plant and bacteria species and their strains for bioenergy
harvesting. However, conventional large-size, high-cost PMFCs are not
suitable for rapid, high-throughput screening of various combinations of
plants and bacteria to find out the plants that can provide adequate
carbon substrates from the root exudates, and the bacteria that can
efficiently convert carbon substrates to electricity. Therefore, we
developed the mPMFC as a assay tool. The device comprised of a MFC, a
PGC, and a semipermeable filtering membrane. The filtering membrane
blocked bacteria in the MFC from entering the PGC. The GC-MS analysis
demonstrated that the root exudates could provide carbon sources that
diffused through the filtering membrane into the MFC. As a pioneering
proof-of-concept demonstration, we validated the mPMFC by examining
the current and power output from different varieties of model organ
isms, using two rice cultivars Kitaake and IR24 and two bacterial species
8
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S. oneidensis MR-1 and P. aeruginosa PA14. The pilot study shows that the
root exudates released from the cultivar Kitaake could allow the mPMFC
to generate more electricity than those from the cultivar IR24 with the
same bacterium used in the device. Moreover, the mPMFC test result
shows that S. oneidensis MR-1 was better able to generate electricity than
P. aeruginosa PA14 when the root exudates were supplied by the same
rice cultivar, Kitaake.
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